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White adipocytes are specialized for energy storage, whereas brown adipocytes are specialized for
energy expenditure. Explicating this difference can help identify therapeutic targets for obesity. A
common tool to assess metabolic differences between such cells is the Seahorse Extracellular Flux
(XF) Analyzer, which measures oxygen consumption and media acidification in the presence of
different substrates and perturbagens. Here, we integrate the Analyzer’s metabolic profile from
human white and brown adipocytes with a genome-scale metabolic model to predict flux
differences across the metabolic map. Predictions matched experimental data for the metabolite
GABA, the protein ABAT, and the fluxes for glucose, glutamine, and palmitate. We also
uncovered a difference in how adipocytes dispose of nitrogenous waste, with brown adipocytes
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secreting less ammonia and more urea than white adipocytes. Thus, the method and software we
developed allow for broader metabolic phenotyping and provide a distinct approach to uncovering
metabolic differences.
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Adipose tissue is critical for maintenance of metabolic homeostasis through its effects on
energy balance and its endocrine function (Tran and Kahn, 2010). Adipose is capable of
expanding and remodeling to meet a wide range of metabolic challenges by increasing the
number, size and activity of adipocytes (Hyvönen and Spalding, 2014). Adipocytes can be
broadly divided into three metabolically-distinct types: white, brown, and beige adipocytes
(Giralt and Villarroya, 2013). White adipocytes are energy storing cells characterized by
large unilocular lipid droplets (Tchkonia et al., 2013). Brown adipocytes have multilocular
fat droplets and are involved in expending energy for thermogenesis via uncoupled
respiration, which is mediated by the inner mitochondrial membrane protein uncoupling
protein 1 (UCP1) (Cannon J., 2004). Beige adipocytes also express UCP1 and are found
dispersed in white adipose depots where they can be induced to burn energy to generate heat
like brown adipocytes (Sanchez-Gurmaches and Guertin, 2013). Although it had been
thought that brown adipose tissue was present in humans only in infancy, we and others have
shown that brown adipose tissue is present in adult humans and is correlated with lower BMI
and lower fasting glucose levels (Cypess et al., 2009, 2013).
Activation of brown adipose tissue or increasing brown adipose mass in murine models has
been shown to improve glucose metabolism, increase energy expenditure, reduce
hypercholesterolaemia (Berbée et al., 2015), and protect against obesity (Harms and Seale,
2013). Similarly, activation of brown adipose in humans with type 2 diabetes via cold
exposure can improve insulin sensitivity (Hanssen et al., 2015), and improved insulin
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sensitivity is a feature of increased protection against diabetes and its complications and comorbidities such as cancer, heart disease and Alzheimer’s (Laakso and Kuusisto, 2014;
Orgel and Mittelman, 2013). Pharmacological activation of human beige and brown adipose
tissue is therefore being explored as a potential therapy for human obesity (Cypess et al.,
2015), and it is critical to gain better insight into the metabolic differences between brown
and white adipocytes to elucidate the full set of potential targets responsible for the
beneficial effects of brown adipose tissue (Tseng et al., 2010).

Author Manuscript

The ideal method to characterize the brown and white adipocyte metabolic profiles would be
via genome-scale experimental metabolic flux analysis, e.g. (Quek et al., 2010), but this is
experimentally challenging. An increasingly popular technique to assess metabolic
differences in vitro between cells of different types or in different conditions is to measure
extracellular fluxes of metabolites like oxygen, carbon dioxide, and lactate. For example, the
Seahorse XF Analyzer can be used to measure oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and pH
change, which is read out as extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) or proton production
rate (PPR), in the presence of different substrates or perturbagens to estimate mitochondrial
respiration and glycolysis. The Seahorse Analyzer has been used in thousands of studies,
including with isolated adipose tissue, preadipocytes, and adipocytes (Gesta et al., 2011;
Xue et al., 2015).

Author Manuscript

Metabolic fluxes can be modeled in silico via a technique called flux balance analysis (FBA)
(Orth et al., 2010). In this framework, each metabolite’s input and output fluxes balance, i.e.
equalize, so that the metabolite’s concentration is steady. FBA represents a metabolic
network with a stoichiometric matrix that captures the stoichiometric coefficients of each
biochemical reaction as a column of the matrix, where each matrix row represents a
metabolite. The fluxes are bounded by lower and upper bound constraints, respectively, that
encode constraints such as reaction directionality and limited nutrient uptake. Together, the
stoichiometric matrix and lower and upper bounds define the feasible flux configurations at
steady state via linear constraints, which can be solved efficiently. Moreover, if a cellular
objective, such as ATP synthesis, is postulated, it can be maximized subject to the
constraints to yield an optimal flux configuration.

Author Manuscript

Genome-scale metabolic network models have been constructed for over 100 organisms,
from bacteria to fungi to human cells (Dreyfuss et al., 2013; Feist et al., 2009). Some models
have been made for specific human tissue and cell types. For example, the white adipocyte
model iAdipocyte1809 has been used to elucidate metabolic differences between lean and
obese states (Mardinoglu et al., 2014, 2013) and before and after weight loss (Mardinoglu et
al., 2015). However, we did not use iAdipocyte1809 or its successor iAdipocytes1850,
because we wanted to be able to uncover brown adipocyte specific metabolic reactions.
Thus, we began with the human generic genome-scale metabolic model Recon 2.1x, an
update to Recon 2 (Thiele et al., 2013) where all the reactions are elementally-balanced,
which makes the model suitable for FBA (Quek et al., 2014; Sahoo et al., 2015; Smallbone,
2013).
Prior studies have shown the potential of connecting extracellular measurements with FBA
(Aurich et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2013, 2014; Frezza et al., 2011; Kaplon et al., 2013; Mo et
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al., 2009; Munger et al., 2008; Si et al., 2009), but thus far, FBA has not been systematically
integrated with Seahorse Analyzer metabolic profiling to predict the full range of
intracellular fluxes. Figure 1A illustrates that the Seahorse Analyzer directly measures
several fluxes; by addition of chemical perturbations it indirectly measures several more
(explained in Figure 1B); and, although only a selected few other fluxes are drawn, the rest
of the fluxes stretching across the metabolic network can potentially be inferred from
integration with FBA. In this work, we show that by integrating Seahorse measurements
with genome-scale FBA we can infer flux differences in substrate uptake and, more
importantly, across the metabolic map between white and brown adipocytes. We then
compare these predicted differences to publically available data and measure selected
predicted fluxes experimentally to identify differences in clinically and physiologically
relevant metabolic pathways.

Author Manuscript

Results
Reconstruction and validation of the human genome-scale metabolic model Recon 2.1A

Author Manuscript

We began with Recon 2.1x and applied a series of tests to determine whether this genomescale metabolic model would produce biologically feasible results for white and brown
adipocytes, particularly with regards to central carbon metabolism and energy utilization. As
we applied these tests, we found that we could improve upon Recon 2.1x to give more
quantitatively realistic results. Therefore we implemented an iterative process from a
reconstruction protocol (Thiele and Palsson, 2010) to revise Recon 2.1x and termed the final
revised model, Recon 2.1A. For example, we tested if Recon 2.1x would produce biomass
only in the presence of all essential nutrients by blocking external metabolites present in the
Seahorse media one at a time. As seen in Figure S1, Recon 2.1x correctly predicted nearly
all of these metabolites except phenylalanine, which is an essential amino acid (Figure S1C).
We corrected this prediction in Recon 2.1A (Figure S1D). Other examples of our revision
are that Recon 2.1A can produce realistic amounts of ATP given carbon sources of different
lengths (Coles et al., 2013)(Figure S1E), and that Recon 2.1A supports flux through all the
canonical fluxes of central carbon metabolism (Figure S2). Overall, these changes to the
model (listed in Table S1) had a systemic impact on the flux bounds of thousands of
reactions in Recon 2.1A (Figures S1A and S1B).
Integrating Seahorse XF Analyzer metabolic flux profiles with Recon 2.1A enables accurate
assessment of flux differences

Author Manuscript

To generate metabolic profiles for brown and white adipocytes, we performed an oxidative
stress test using the Seahorse XR24 Analyzer. Using medium containing glucose (25 mM)
and several amino acids as substrates (Table S1), brown adipocytes had a basal oxygen
consumption rate (OCR) 9-fold higher than white adipocytes (Figure 2A), consistent with
their known differences in energy expenditure compared to energy storage (Xue et al.,
2015). The basal proton production rate (PPR), a measure of glycolytic activity, was higher
in brown adipocytes compared to white adipocytes (Figure 2B). The addition of pyruvate (1
mM) did not change OCR or PPR in either brown or white adipocytes. Based on the
perturbation data, brown adipocytes had higher ATP production and proton leak compared to
white adipocytes (Figure 2C). The spare respiratory capacity was 8-fold higher in brown
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adipocytes than white adipocytes. Lastly, the non-mitochondrial OCR was 10-fold higher in
brown adipocytes than in white adipocytes. We used these measurements to estimate
representative normal distributions given a mean and standard deviation, and then sampled
from these distributions to produce one set of constraints for brown adipocytes and one set
for white adipocytes. For non-measured exchange fluxes, we estimated the upper bounds
from empirical principles. For each set of sampled constraints, we then minimized total flux
(Holzhütter, 2004).

Author Manuscript

Figure 2D–G shows the significant (FDR < 0.05) predicted flux differences between brown
and white adipocytes for a carbohydrate (glucose), an amino acid (glutamine), a free fatty
acid (palmitate) and a waste metabolite (ammonia). The model predicted higher substrate
utilization in brown compared to white adipocytes for glucose, glutamine, and palmitate as
well as higher secretion of ammonia, as a waste product of amino acid (arginine)
metabolism.
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To validate these flux predictions made by the model, we analyzed cells with the Nova
BioProfile FLEX Analyzer, which assessed concentrations of seven extracellular metabolites
(Figure S3). Consistent with FBA-derived predictions, uptake of glucose and glutamine was
higher in brown compared to white adipocytes (Figure 2H and 2I). Similarly, previous
measurement of palmitate uptake (Xue et al., 2015) using radiolabeled palmitate was shown
to be higher in brown than white adipocytes (Figure 2J). While the metabolic model did not
predict a difference for sodium and potassium uptake, uptake of both were significantly
higher in brown than white adipocytes (Figure S3). The measurements for glutamate and
lactate were below the instrument detection limit (Figure S3). Although the magnitudes of
the predicted fluxes were different from the measured values, the pattern of predicted and
measured fluxes was consistent (Figure S4). However, inconsistent with the metabolic
model’s prediction, white adipocytes had higher ammonia secretion than brown adipocytes
(Figure 2K).
Brown compared to white adipocytes have lower ammonia secretion despite a higher
metabolic demand

Author Manuscript

The difference in ammonia secretion between our experiments and the predictions by our
model was unexpected. We therefore sought to identify the metabolic reactions responsible
for this discrepancy. We first constrained the ammonia, glutamine, glucose, and palmitate
fluxes to their measured values. We then matched the mathematical objectives to the known
biology by using the different lipidomic profiles of brown and white adipose tissue (Hoene
et al., 2014) to create brown and white-specific lipid objective functions. To construct these
objectives, the lipids species were coalesced into 10 major lipid classes: ceramides,
diglycerides, triglycerides, free fatty acids, phosphotidylcholines,
phosphotidylethanolamines, phosphotidylglycerols, phosphotidylserines,
phosphotidylinositols, and sphingomyelins (Table S1). These objectives more accurately
reflect the lipid composition of adipose tissue rather than the lipid droplet objective from
iAdipocytes1809 and iAdipocytes1850, which was based on isolated lipid droplets from
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells (Table S1). These objectives were then maximized to
yield new tissue-specific fluxes.
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Since ammonia is a byproduct of amino acid catabolism (Walker, 2009), we then compared
brown and white adipocyte fluxes in amino acid metabolism. This comparison suggested
that the largest differences in amino acid metabolism would involve ornithine-related
pathways (Figure 3A) and potentially urea secretion (Figure 3B). Thus, to determine if
brown compared to white adipocytes may preferentially secrete excess nitrogenous waste as
urea instead of ammonia, we examined a gene expression dataset (GEO GSE27657)
comparing brown to white adipose tissue (Svensson et al., 2011) and found a 3-fold higher
expression of arginase 2, the enzyme that catalyzes the formation of urea and ornithine
(Figure 3C). We directly measured urea flux and, consistent with the difference in gene
expression, urea secretion was higher in brown compared to white adipocytes (Figure 3D).
Brown adipocytes, but not white adipocytes, showed a dose-dependent response of ADIPOQ
and UCP1 to the arginase inhibitor ABH during adipogenesis (Figure 3E), suggesting a
functional importance of urea production specific to brown adipocytes.

Author Manuscript

Integrating Seahorse and Nova Analyzer profiles with Recon 2.1A enables prediction of
flux differences

Author Manuscript

After optimizing the lipid profiles subject to the constraints of flux balance, nutrient uptake,
and extracellular flux measurements, some reactions could still carry a range of flux. Thus,
under these conditions, we applied flux variability analysis (Mahadevan and Schilling, 2003)
(FVA) to probe the maximum and minimum feasible flux every reaction could carry in
brown or in white adipocytes. FVA yielded 85 reactions with non-overlapping flux ranges
between brown and white adipocytes (Table S1). Figure 4A illustrates the top 30 nonoverlapping ranges of these reactions. The non-overlapping fluxes were enriched in
metabolic pathways largely related to central metabolism and metabolism of specific amino
acids (Figure 4B). Each non-overlapping reaction is likely to have a role in distinguishing
brown and white adipocytes, such as 4-aminobutyrate (GABA) transaminase (Figure 4C).
GABA, one of the reactants of this reaction, was found to be higher in brown adipocyte
lysates (Figure 4D). The enzyme catalyzing this reaction, ABAT, has significantly higher
protein levels in brown adipocytes (Figure 4E). While the role of GABA in adipocytes is
unclear, ABAT has been shown to be essential for mitochondrial nucleoside metabolism
(Besse et al., 2015).
Key metabolic fluxes are concordant with preadipocyte and adipocyte gene expression

Author Manuscript

To further validate fluxes differentially active in brown and white adipocytes, we measured
global gene expression patterns by microarray from paired brown and white preadipocytes.
Then we sought indications of what fluxes are likely to be different based on what genes
were differentially expressed at a threshold of FDR=0.15 (van Berlo et al., 2011). We found
35 unique genes significant at this FDR (see https://github.com/jdreyf/pread-brown-white for
all probes’ statistics), however only one of these was associated with a reaction in the model
that could carry flux in the Seahorse media: adenylate kinase 4. We can only enforce
constraints on reactions that require this gene, but according to the model the reactions
associated with adenylate kinase 4 can also utilize its isozymes such as adenylate kinase 2,
so this microarray dataset did not allow for any model reaction constraints. However, we did
find that the gene ABAT was nominally significantly upregulated in brown preadipocytes
(p=0.04).
Cell Rep. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 March 07.
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Although the association between gene expression and metabolic flux is generally weak and
varies depending on the subsystem (which is akin to a pathway) under study (Chubukov et
al., 2013), we took a second gene expression approach to validate our model. We compared
predicted flux differences to the differences in associated gene expression between brown
and white adipose tissue from the gene expression dataset GEO GSE27657. We observed
high concordance between the direction of gene expression change and the direction of
predicted flux magnitude change in several subsystems, including the citric acid cycle,
cholesterol metabolism, and branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) metabolism (Figure S5).
Many of these results are largely consistent with the significant subsystems revealed by
enrichment of the non-overlapping fluxes without gene expression (Figure 4B), but a few
subsystems are not consistent, such as histidine and methionine/cysteine metabolism.

Discussion
Author Manuscript

Several advances were made in this work. First, we reconstructed Recon 2.1A such that it
was suitable for FBA by revising Recon 2.1x. Recon 2.1x is a revision of Recon 2 that has
substantially more lipid metabolism reactions (Smallbone, 2013), but we had to revise
Recon 2.1x due to several key biologically unrealistic predictions, such as unreasonably high
ATP production with limited oxygen and nutrients. During the time we were working on this
project, Recon 2.2 was published (Swainston et al., 2016). However, Recon 2.2 is not based
on Recon 2.1x, thus, Recon 2.2 is less comprehensive regarding lipid metabolism important
to brown and white adipocytes.

Author Manuscript

Secondly, and more importantly, the results presented here demonstrate that in adipocytes
many fluxes can be sufficiently constrained to reveal intracellular metabolic differences from
measurements of oxygen consumption and extracellular acidification when the nutrient
media is known. Knowledge of the nutrient media allowed us to bound uptake by assuming
that nutrients were not depleted from the media over the three hour assay interval. If this
assumption was flawed, it could explain why Recon 2.1A could not produce feasible
solutions when integrating the sodium or potassium flux measurements. The other potential
reason is that some reactions involving potassium and sodium in the model may be incorrect,
e.g. the model may need additional co-transport reactions for each of potassium and sodium.

Author Manuscript

The brown and white adipose tissue substrate preference for energy utilization and adipose
tissue development is unclear (Montanari et al., 2017). Higher uptake of glucose, glutamine,
and palmitate was measured in brown adipocytes compared to white adipocytes, which is
consistent with the notion that higher energy expenditure is accompanied with higher overall
substrate flux. In contrast, ammonia secretion, one of the metabolites of amino acid
catabolism, was higher in white adipocytes. We find that this discrepancy is resolved by the
observation that brown adipocytes have higher rates of urea production. The higher secretion
of urea may be due to higher levels of arginase-2 (ARG2), a mitochondrial arginase isozyme
known to be involved in pathways beyond ureagenesis including the synthesis of polyamines
(Wu and Morris, 1998), which are critical for adipogenesis (Brenner et al., 2015). Arginine,
the substrate for ARG2 that is converted to urea and ornithine, has been suggested to
increase brown adipose tissue activity (McKnight et al., 2010). Differentiating preadipocytes
treated with the arginase inhibitor ABH increased UCP1 and ADIPOQ expression in brown
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adipocytes, but not white adipocytes. Thus, flux through ARG2 in brown adipose tissue has
functional importance and may be a target to shift the metabolic profile to a more brown-like
state.
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Many methods have been developed to infer flux from common omics technologies by
integrating with genome-scale modeling (Lewis et al., 2012; Shlomi et al., 2008), but the
data from these technologies has only a weak association to flux, whereas extracellular flux
measurements directly constrain the flux space. After accounting for constraints from the
nutrient media, incorporating Seahorse measurements affects the bounds of over 10,000
reactions. In contrast, to properly estimate a reaction’s flux from non-flux data, one needs
kinetic parameters and quantitative estimates of the concentrations of active enzyme and all
products and reactants. Gene expression from microarrays or RNA-seq, for example, falls
short of this. The weak association between gene expression and flux is one reason we did
not use gene expression to reconstruct brown and white adipocyte specific models; another
reason is that gene expression datasets are context-specific, whereas cell-type specific
models ought to include the reactions a cell can carry out in any context. Even though we
did not reconstruct a cell-type specific model, we still selected an objective for modeling
despite this being a known challenge for human cells. Adipocytes, under certain conditions
(Berry et al., 2014), are lipid-laden cells whose expansion is characterized by de novo
lipogenesis, thus we defined a lipid objective. Combining this objective with network-wide
gene expression can point to more likely flux configurations, though, and it is reassuring that
in key pathways, such as the citric acid cycle, where expression and flux were concordant in
lower organisms (Chubukov et al., 2013), gene expression differences of brown compared to
white adipocytes are consistent with our predicted flux differences.
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One strategy to metabolically reprogram white adipocyte metabolism to more closely
resemble that of brown adipocytes is to target UCP1 activity (Xue et al., 2015), but here we
identify many other enzymes that catalyze reactions likely to be different between white
compared to brown adipocytes, which are also candidate targets for reprogramming. More
generally, one could search for candidate reactions for metabolic reprogramming between
any two metabolic profiles. Going forward, the combination approach of metabolic flux
profiling and quantitative flux modeling described here can be applied to other tissues, such
as liver, brain, and skeletal muscle (Bordbar et al., 2011; Gavai et al., 2015; Nogiec et al.,
2015), and it can similarly be extended to any cell type assayed with extracellular analyzers,
such as cancer vs. normal cells, stem cells vs. differentiated cells, and treated vs. untreated
cells. Thus, we have released a freely available R software package, sybilxf, based on the R
package Sybil (Gelius-Dietrich et al., 2013), to perform metabolic modeling and search for
predicted differences between metabolic profiles produced by the Seahorse Analyzer.
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Experimental Procedures
Comprehensive descriptions of these methods and others are available at Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
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Human immortalized white and brown preadipocyte cell lines were obtained from normal
subjects and cultured as previously described (Xue et al., 2015).
Assessment of statistically significant flux differences between brown and white
adipocytes
To calculate a flux distribution for each of brown and white adipocytes in Recon 2.1A from
the Analyzer data, we sampled from the Analyzer data. We then compared brown and white
adipocyte fluxes statistically.
Microarray analysis of preadipocytes
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Paired differential expression analysis between brown and white samples assayed with
GeneChip PrimeView (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) arrays was performed in limma
(Ritchie et al., 2015).

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of integrative modeling

(A) The Seahorse XF Analyzer directly measures oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and
extracellular acidification rate/proton production rate (ECAR/PPR) (red), indirectly
measures intracellular fluxes through chemical perturbations such as oligomycin and
rotenone (green), other fluxes are modeled via metabolic modeling and may be predicted
(selected fluxes shown in black). (B) Table explaining how indirectly measured fluxes are
calculated from Seahorse measurements. See also Table S2.
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Figure 2. Measured, predicted, and validated fluxes on brown and white adipocyte Seahorse
extracellular flux profiles

Oxygen consumption rates (A) and proton production rates (B) were measured in response
to pyruvate, oligomycin (an ATP synthase inhibitor), FCCP (a mitochondrial de-coupler),
and rotenone (a Complex I inhibitor). Brown adipocytes (black), compared to white
adipocytes (white), showed significantly higher rates of oxygen consumption and
extracellular acidification (proton production) under every injection. (C) Indirectly measured
fluxes as revealed by differences in oxygen consumption rates. These extracellular flux
profiles of brown and white adipocytes were integrated into the model by sampling from the
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data and minimizing total flux. The model predicted higher glucose, glutamine, and
palmitate uptake and higher ammonia secretion for brown adipocytes (D–G). Experimentally
measuring these metabolites showed consistent results for glucose, glutamine, and palmitate
(H–J), but not for ammonia (K). Bars indicate mean ± s.e.m. Seahorse measurements were
normalized to DNA; Nova measurements were normalized to protein; units were converted
to dry weight. See also Figures S3 and S4.
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Figure 3. Amino acid metabolism in brown and white adipocytes
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(A) The differences between brown and white predicted fluxes in amino acid catabolism.
Red = higher in brown adipocytes, blue = higher in white, black = neither brown nor white
adipocytes carried flux through those reactions. (B) The model predicted higher secretion of
urea. (C) Gene expression showed approximately a 3-fold higher expression of arginase 2 in
brown adipose tissue compared to white adipose tissue. (D) Urea flux was higher in brown
adipocytes compared to white adipocytes. Bars indicate mean ± s.e.m. (E) Inhibiting
arginase activity via the chemical ABH altered several key adipogenic genes in brown
adipocytes, but not white adipocytes.
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Figure 4. Reactions predicted to have non-overlapping flux ranges between brown and white
adipocytes

(A) Top 30 reactions as revealed by flux variability analysis whose predicted extrema did not
overlap between brown and white adipocytes. See also Table S1. (B) The non-overlapping
reactions were enriched in pathways related to central metabolism and amino acid
metabolism, as shown by their -log10(FDR). See also Figure S5, where flux predictions are
compared to gene expression by pathway. These reactions are likely to have some
distinguishing role in brown and white adipocyte biology, such as 4-aminobutyrate
transaminase (C) in mitochondrial maintenance. The reactant metabolite GABA (D) and the
catalyzing gene ABAT (E) were found to be higher in brown adipocytes.
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